Dive Into a Healthy Lifestyle
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By Michele Piazzoni

Remember the days when you could hop on your
bike with a couple of friends and head to the movies
for a Saturday double feature, a day at the local public
pool or an afternoon at the city park? Unfortunately,
today’s children don’t enjoy the same freedom and
sense of safety when it comes to spontaneous outdoor activities. These days, parents who want to
keep their children off the couch and on their feet
are forced to run a shuttle service between afternoon
soccer practices, weekend ball games and play dates
at friends’ homes. The opportunities for unscheduled fun and activity are few and far between. Yet
according to health officials everywhere, school-aged
children should have at least one hour of moderate
to vigorous activity every day of the week.
Luckily, there is one last frontier when it comes
to opportunities for spontaneous play—the backyard. And what better source of fun and adventure
than a backyard pool? In fact, there are so many
creative features available for pools today—dramatic
rock waterfalls, enticing rock slides, playful jumping
stones, inviting beach areas and more—that playing in an outdoor pool exercises the imagination as
much as the body. The unique look of today’s pools
can instantly transform a backyard into a tropical
island, a swimming hole on the Mississippi or a
secret grotto in the granite slopes of the Sierras.
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and even grandparents. Swimming pools provide a low impact environment for any kind of movement and swimming laps is one of the few
sports that offers a full body workout. Swimming also builds cardiovascular strength, better posture, flexibility and increases lung function.
A backyard pool is a lifestyle investment, a source of family fun that
doesn’t require reservations and a ready-and-waiting opportunity for comfortable warm weather activity. And when it comes to unique, functional
and inviting pool designs, there are few limitations. Best of all, new energy
efficient technology means that today’s pools are easier and less expensive
to maintain than ever before. Improved pumping systems have reduced
electricity costs by about 30% and fully automated purification systems
use natural salt to keep the water in balance. A quarterly check by a pool
professional is all that it takes to keep your pool ready for action.
So what are you waiting for? Isn’t it time to put the shuttle service on hold and dive into a fun and healthy lifestyle with your own
backyard pool?

“I think if children have a choice to swim
under waterfalls or play video games they’re
going to choose the good old-fashioned fun
every time,” says Bill Ehler, owner of Natural
Designs Swimming Holes. It’s an opinion he’s
developed from personal experience with his
own daughter.
“I didn’t want a pool in my own backyard
until my daughter learned how to swim,” he says.
“What I’ve found out over the last couple of years
is that children are out there goofing off, playing
around, being active and building muscle—it’s
tremendously valuable in that regard.”
Not only are swimming pools a great recreational option for children, they’re a convenient
and low-stress workout opportunity for parents

Natural Design Swimming Holes has been designing and building complete outdoor entertainment centers including architecturally
unique sculpted stone swimming pools for more than twenty years.
Always dedicated to remaining adventurous in design and up-to-date
on technological advances in energy efficient equipment, the company is committed to completing every phase of construction with
its own full-time, in-house construction crew. Call them at (530)
823-5164 to schedule an in-home appointment or visit them online at
www.naturaldesignswimmingholes.com to see examples of their resort
inspired backyard creations. Ask about their new written construction
schedule policy. v
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